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Brawl Stars is a brilliant free-to-play game developed by Supercell, the 

same team behind the wonderful Clash Royale. It is a multiplayer shooter 

where players battle each other in several competitive modes with varied 

goals ranging from being the last Brawler alive, to collecting the most 

diamonds. There are also team-vs-team modes like Deathmatch (eliminate the 

other team), or Heist (break into the other team’s safe) to add some 

variety to the game. The combat system is very satisfying and each of the 

30+ characters has their own unique attacks, passive skills and super move. 

You can only use the super move sparingly, but they can change the tide of 

battle with powerful effects like building a giant turret to pick off your 

enemies, or creating a black hole to suck in enemy brawlers. The best part 

of the game is its themed events, which give you special objectives like 

collecting gems or defeating waves and waves of bosses to collect unique 

rewards. But the catch is they are only available for a limited time 

(usually only for one weekend) so you have to keep an eye on the events 

schedule if you want to grab that unique loot. Pokemon Unite is a League of 

Legends style MOBA for Nintendo Switch and smartphones You can also win 

loot boxes by performing well at your matches. These loot boxes contain 
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shards which you can collect to unlock new characters and cosmetic skins to 

make your brawlers look cooler. Being a free-to-play game, you may also 

spend real money to buy gems (the game’s premium currency) but the 

progression system is fair enough that you won’t be frustrated by a pay-to-

win model. The cutesy cartoon style graphics are perfect as well so 

download this today to start climbing the leaderboards to become a famous 

Brawl Star! 

 

 

Squeak Is Introduced In Brawl Stars  

 

© Provided by Dot Esports Brawl Stars‘ latest Brawler Squeak was released 

earlier today and can be tested out by the players in the Brawlers menu, 

even if they don’t own him. Squeak is a Mythic-rarity brawler. He can be 

unlocked by opening random boxes, or bought in the store for 349 gems. He 

will only be available in the store for four days, disappearing on May 23. 

Then, he’ll only be available in random boxes. “As Colonel Ruff’s 

accidental creation, Squeak was born to play fetch,” his description reads. 

His pet equipment is reminiscent of Colonel Ruff’s style, including his 

purple hat and ball. He’s cute, but he’s also dangerous, and players will 

have to watch out for his blobs in games. His basic attack is called Sticky 

Blomb. It launches a “blob of goo” which sticks to the ground or to the 

target hit, whether it’s an enemy or a wall. Then, it explodes after a 

short delay, dealing damage in a whole area. Enemies can also pick up the 

projectile if they go close to the blob, thus taking damage. It can result 

in their team’s demise if enemies with a blob stuck on them go near their 

allies. After four hits, Squeak’s super “Big Blob” is charged up. It 

unleashes a bomb which explodes and divides into multiple small bombs that 

also deal damage after a short delay. Squeak was released with one gadget 

and one star power. His gadget, called Windup, increases the range of his 

next attack, while his star power Chain Reaction increases the damage of 

the attacks according to the number of enemies hit (10 percent per target 

hit). Meanwhile, sniper Belle will remain up for grabs in the Brawl Pass of 

season six until its end about one month later. Players will be rewarded 

ith the brawler when reaching tier 30 of the pass. The post Squeak is 

introduced in Brawl Stars appeared first on Dot Esports. 

 


